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for your Own Safety, 
Read Instruction Manual

The purpose of safety symbols is to attract your attention to possible hazardous conditions. 
This manual uses a series of symbols and signal words intended to convey the level of impor-
tance of the safety messages. The progression of symbols is described below. Remember that 
safety messages by themselves do not eliminate danger and are not a substitute for proper 
accident prevention measures.

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
MAy result in minor or moderate injury. It may also be used to alert 
against unsafe practices.

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
COULD result in death or serious injury.

Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
WILL result in death or serious injury.

This symbol is used to alert the user to useful information about 
proper operation of the machine.NOTICE

Some dust created by power sanding, sawing, grinding, drilling, and other construction activi-
ties contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. Some examples of these chemicals are:

your risk from these exposures varies, depending on how often you do this type of work. 
To reduces your exposure to these chemicals: Work in well ventilated area, and work with 
approved safety equipment, such as those dust masks that are specifically designed to filter 
out microscopic particles.

• Lead from lead-based paints. 
• Crystalline silica from bricks, cement, and other masonry products.
•  Arsenic and chromium from chemically-treated lumber.
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INTRODUCTION

most importantly, we stand behind our products. if 
you have any questions or parts requests, please 
call or write us at the location listed below.

grizzly industrial, inc.
1203 lycoming mall Circle

muncy, pa  17756
phone: (570) 546-9663

Fax: (800) 438-5901
E-mail: techsupport@grizzly.com
Web site: http://www.grizzly.com

the specifications, drawings, and photographs 
illustrated in this manual represent the model 
t23751 as supplied when the manual was pre-
pared. however, owing to grizzly’s policy of con-
tinuous improvement, changes may be made at 
any time with no obligation on the part of grizzly.  
For your convenience, we always keep current 
grizzly manuals available on our website at 
www.grizzly.com.

Contact InfoManual

NOTICE
WE STRONGLy RECOMMEND that you read 
books, review industry trade magazines, or 
get formal training before beginning any 
projects. Regardless of the content in this 
section, Grizzly Industrial will not be held 
liable for accidents caused by lack of train-
ing.

We are proud to offer the model t23751 guitar Kit. 
this kit is part of a growing grizzly family of fine 
woodworking products. When assembled accord-
ing to the guidelines set forth in this manual, you 
can expect years of enjoyment from this guitar.

We are pleased to provide this manual with the 
model t23751. it was written to guide you through 
assembly, review safety considerations, and cover 
general information. it represents our effort to pro-
duce the best documentation possible.

if you have any comments regarding this manual, 
please write to us at the address below:

grizzly industrial, inc.
C/o technical documentation

p.o. Box 2069
Bellingham, Wa  98227-2069

There is potential danger when operating 
woodworking machinery. Accidents are fre-
quently caused by lack of familiarity or fail-
ure to pay attention. Use any machines with 
respect and caution to decrease the risk of 
operator injury. If normal safety precautions 
are overlooked or ignored, serious personal 
injury may occur.

No list of safety guidelines can be com-
plete. Every shop environment is different. 
Always consider safety first, as it applies 
to your individual working conditions. Use 
tools and any machinery with caution and 
respect. failure to do so could result in seri-
ous personal injury, damage to equipment, 
or poor work results.
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Identification

figure 1. guitar identification.
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pARTS & INvENTORy

figure 2. guitar parts.
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REF PART # DESCRIPTION Qty REF PART # DESCRIPTION Qty
1 PT23751001 GUITAR BODY 1 8 PT23751008 SADDLE 1
2 PT23751001 GUITAR NECK 1 9 PT23751009 DOWELS 4PC SET 1
3 PT23751003 FINGERBOARD 1 10 PT23751010 STRING SET–6PC 1
4 PT23751004 LEFT MACHINE HEAD 1 11 PT23751011 STRING NUT 1
5 PT23751005 RIGHT MACHINE HEAD 1 12 PT23751012 SOUNDHOLE DECAL 1
6 PHTEK60M TAP SCREW M2.4 X 6 BRASS 8 13 PT23751013 STEEL BAR 1
7 PT23751007 BRIDGE 1
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the majority of the wooden components in this 
kit are fully machined at the factory and are ready 
for assembly. a small amount of drilling, sanding 
and light machining will need to be performed to 
complete the guitar.

Recommended Tools & Supplies:

• aliphatic resin glue (e.g. titebond®iii)
• Finishing supplies
• Wood putty
• 3 Battens (approximately 1" x 1⁄4" x 12")
• rubber Bands or ratchet Clamp
• sandpaper #180, #240, #320, #600, and 

#800
• sanding Block
• masking tape
• razor Blade
• Coat hanger
• C-Clamp
• drill Bit set
• tack Cloth
• Coping, Jig, or scroll saw (optional)

the guitar body has been assembled and rough 
sanded at the factory; however, no finish has been 
applied. the joint where the neck meets the body 
and the sound hole should Not be sanded. Be 
careful to Not round the edges of the body for 
the best appearance.

To sand the guitar body:

1. Wear a NIOSh-approved respirator and 
safety glasses when sanding wood.

2. Using either an electric palm sander or a 
sanding block, sand the guitar body with 
#180-grit aluminum-oxide sandpaper until 
there is a consistent scratch pattern on the 
entire surface.

 Note: When hand sanding, always sand in 
the same direction as the wood grain.

3. repeat Step 2 with a #240 grit sandpaper.

4. repeat Step 2 with a #320 grit sandpaper.

5. Wipe the guitar body with a damp cloth. 
Wiping the workpiece with a damp cloth 
before the final sanding helps to “raise” the 
wood grain; thus, allowing the “raised” grain 
to be sanded smooth.

6. once the guitar body is dry, repeat Step 4.

7. Wipe the guitar body with a tack cloth to 
remove all remaining sanding dust.

Guitar bodySupplies/Tools

SANDING

Damage to your eyes and lungs could result 
from dust created by sanding without proper 
protective gear. Always wear safety glass-
es and a NIOSh-approved respirator when 
sanding.
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like the guitar body, most of the neck has been 
machined at the factory; however, the headstock 
can be customized to reflect personal taste. 
additional cutting, inlay, or design work can give 
an otherwise ordinary guitar that custom look that 
sets it apart from others! 

Note: Take your time with this sub-section and 
consider testing ideas on scrap wood before per-
forming the work on the actual headstock.

To sand the neck:

1. Wear a NIOSh-approved respirator and 
safety glasses when sanding wood!

2. perform any custom cutting, inlay, or design 
work to the neck headstock.

3. Using the sanding technique described in the 
previous sub-section, sand the entire neck, 
EXCEpt for the fingerboard mounting sur-
face. 

 Note: Sanding the fingerboard mounting sur-
face will affect the playability of the guitar and 
could lead to irreparable damage.

the fingerboard has been prepared at the factory 
for attaching to the neck and body of the guitar. 
however, sanding the bottom of the finger board 
(the side without frets) may be necessary if band-
ing adhesive has bubbled and made an uneven 
surface. if so, then lightly sand the bottom of the 
fingerboard to remove any irregularities.

Note: Over-sanding the fingerboard can create an 
uneven surface. This may affect the playability of 
the guitar and could lead to irreparable damage.

bridge

the bridge has been sanded and finished at the 
factory. however, sanding the bottom of the bridge 
may be necessary if finish has bubbled and made 
an uneven surface. if so, lightly sand the bottom 
to remove any irregularities.

fingerboardNeck

Damage to your eyes and lungs could result 
from dust created by sanding without proper 
protective gear. Always wear safety glass-
es and a NIOSh-approved respirator when 
sanding.
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Attaching Neck to 
body

ASSEMbLy

—if the centerlines align, proceed to Step 4.

—if the centerlines do not align, adjust the 
pegs by sanding the peg sides until they 
do. then proceed to Step 4.

attaching the neck to the guitar body is the most 
crucial part of assembly. Failure to attach the 
neck correctly could result in difficult bridge and 
string adjustments, or even worse, it could lead to 
irreparable damage. 

the guitar neck comes shaped and ready to 
attach. Four pegs increase the strength of the 
joint. however, the pegs may need adjustment to 
improve the alignment of the neck to the body.

To attach the neck to the body:

1. place the guitar body and the neck face down 
on a flat surface.

2. mark the centerline on the guitar body and 
neck.

ALWAyS follow the manufacturer's instruc-
tions for any glues or adhesive products for 
your safety and best results.

3. insert the pegs and align the centerlines (see 
figure 3).

figure 3. marking the centerline of the guitar 
body and neck.

Centerline

4.  apply a thin, even layer of wood glue to the 
mating surfaces of the pegs, guitar body, and 
neck.

5. Using rubber bands or a ratchet clamp, 
secure the guitar body and neck together 
(see figure 4 for an example), and let the 
assembly dry for at least 6 hours.

6. Use a coping saw to remove the excess neck 
material that protrudes below the back of the 
guitar (see figure 5).

figure 5. Excess neck material and cut line.

Excess Neck 
material 

Cut line

Back Neck

figure 4. securing the guitar neck to the body.
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Attaching Steel bar 
and fingerboard

With the neck attached to the body of the guitar, 
the steel bar and fingerboard are ready to be 
attached.

To attach the steel bar and fingerboard:

1. apply a layer of super glue in the groove of 
the guitar neck.

2.  insert the steel bar into the groove, ensuring 
that it matches the contour of the groove.

3.   apply a thin layer of glue to the back of 
the fingerboard and the neck. let the glue 
become tacky. this helps prevent the finger-
board from slipping out of position.

4. Center the finger board on the neck.

5.  secure the fingerboard in place with rubber 
bands and wedges, as shown in figure 7. let 
the glue dry for at least 24 hours.

figure 7. attaching fingerboard to the neck.

 Note: Make sure the fingerboard is centered 
across the width of the neck and that the 
fingerboard curve is aligned with the sound 
hole.

4. sand the edge of the neck flush with the edge 
of the fingerboard. Use progressive grits of 
sand paper and go slowly to avoid sanding 
the fingerboard.

Wedge

rubber 
Band

the bridge is glued directly to the sound board. 
leaving an area slightly smaller than the footprint 
of the bridge unfinished increases the strength of 
the glue joint attaching the bridge to the guitar. 
the reduced size of glue area allows the finish of 
the guitar to be consistent around the bridge.

Determining bridge 
Location

To determine the correct bridge/nut location:

1. insert the saddle into the bridge and position 
the front edge of the saddle 325mm away 
from the center of the 12th fret (see figure 8).

2. Using a pencil, lightly mark the footprint of the 
bridge.

3.  Cut a piece of tape slightly smaller than the 
footprint. attach it to the sound board inside 
the footprint of the bridge.

4.  remove the pencil marks.

figure 8. saddle slot positioned correctly in rela-
tion to the 12th fret.

325mm

325mm

Nut

12th Fret

saddle
slot

Bridge
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finishing

Finishing supplies are not supplied with this kit. 

Tip: The guitar body is made from spruce ply-
wood. Clear finishes such as lacquer look excep-
tionally stunning and glossy on this wood.

painting/finishing Tips:

• Always work in a well-ventilated area 
when using finishing materials.

• Wear an approved respirator mask and 
safety glasses when using finishing mate-
rials!

• Fabricate hooks from metal hangers to sus-
pend the guitar components during the finish-
ing process.

• several thinner coats usually produce a nicer 
finish than one heavy coat. 

 Note: Always follow the finish manufacturer’s 
instructions.

• dust particles suspended in the air will settle 
on wet finishes, resulting in less than satisfac-
tory results. to avoid this problem:

 
1. have the guitar components positioned for 

the finish application upon entering the 
room. 

2. leave the room where the finishing will 
take place completely undisturbed for 24 
hours prior to applying the finish.

3. avoid making unnecessary movements 
upon entering the finish room.

4. apply the finish to the guitar parts and 
immediately leave the finish room.

5. do Not return to the room until the spec-
ified drying time has elapsed.

preparing to finish

in preparation for the applying the finish, protect 
the following parts of the guitar. We recommend 
using masking tape for this process.

1. mask the bridge mounting location (see 
figure 9).

press all the masking tape edges securely to the 
guitar pieces to prevent the finish coat from seep-
ing under these edges—especially near corners, 
uneven edges, and where the frets meet the fin-
gerboard.

Note: Failure to correctly mask these areas could 
result in irreparable damage to the guitar.

figure 9. masked off area for bridge.

masked area

Bridge 
Footprint

figure 10. Example of a masked fingerboard 
and stuffed sound hole.

2. mask the fingerboard and fill the sound hole 
with newspaper (see figure 10).
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Attaching Sound 
hole Decal

the decal must be applied after the guitar is 
finished to properly adhere to the soundboard. 
however, the decal slightly overlaps the finger-
board. it is easiest to trim the decal after it is 
applied but before it is dry.

To attach the sound hole decal:

1. submerge the decal sheet in water until the 
decal slides on the paper backing. this takes 
less than a minute.

2. remove the decal sheet (with decal) from the 
water and let the excess water run off. 

3. gently slide the decal off the decal sheet into 
position around the sound hole.

4. lightly press down on the decal with 
dampened fingers.

5. With a dry cloth, lightly press on the 
decal to remove the excess water trapped 
underneath.

6. trim the decal with a razor knife or marking 
knife where it overlaps the fingerboard (see 
figure 11).

figure 11. decal trimmed to fit.

7. let the decal dry undisturbed for at least 8 
hours.

trim

Attaching bridge

remove the tape from the masked areas in prep-
aration for attaching the bridge. refer to page 8 
for the necessary measurements to locate the 
bridge.

To attach the bridge to the guitar:

1. Using a pencil, lightly mark the guitar body 
where the front edge of the bridge is locat-
ed. 

2. set the string nut along the end of the finger-
board, near the headstock.

3. attach pieces of sewing thread to the 1st 
and the 4th nut slots, and tape the opposite 
ends over the corresponding locations on the 
bridge.

4. position the bridge on the body at the location 
marked in the Determining bridge Location 
section on page 8.

5. adjust the bridge side-to-side so there is an 
equal amount of space between the finger-
board edges and the threads (see figure 12).

6. Using a pencil, lightly mark the guitar body 
where the side edges of the bridge are 
located.

figure 12. positioning the bridge across the 
width of the guitar.

Equal 
distance
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the string nut helps position the strings along the 
fingerboard. it should be installed with the beveled 
side toward the headstock. the string tension will 
hold it in place. leave it unglued until you com-
plete the Setting String height subsection on 
page 12.

String Nut

7. remove the saddle from the bridge, and 
apply a thin coat of glue to the back of the 
bridge and the unfinished area of the sound 
board.

 Note: Do not use too much glue or the 
excess may require up that can adversely 
affect the finish of the guitar.

8. let the glue set until it is still tacky but clear.

9. place and firmly hold the bridge in position 
for two minutes by hand. this will secure it 
temporarily before clamping it.

figure 13. gluing the bridge to the body using 
battens and clamps.

10. Using 3 flexible battens, clamp the bridge in 
place overnight, as shown in figure 13.

figure 14. Bridge and saddle installed on the 
sound board.

11. remove the clamp setup. insert the saddle 
on the bridge. do not glue it. the saddle and 
bridge are now ready for string installation 
(see figure 14).

Battens

Bridge

Machine heads

the machine heads mount so the buttons are on 
the back side of the headstock.

To install the machine heads:

1. slide the machine heads through the peg 
holes on the side of the headstock.

2. Using a 1⁄16" drill bit, drill 5⁄16" deep holes 
straight through the screw holes in the 
machine heads (see figure 15).

3. secure the machine heads to the guitar 
headstock with (8) 5⁄16" wood screws.

figure 15. Correct tuning machine position.

lyre

Buttons

headstock

screw 
holes

 Note: Make sure the lyre end of the machine-
head is positioned as shown in Figure 15.
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Installing Strings

Each string of the guitar is a different diameter. 
Number the strings 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 6—from the 
smallest diameter to the largest diameter. their 
arrangement on the guitar is shown in figure 16.

To install the guitar strings:

1. in the order shown in figure 16, pull the 
strings through the bridge slots, over the 
saddle, and over the string nut slots.

2. route the strings to the inside of the tuning 
pegs and through the peg holes.

 Note: Provide enough string slack to allow 
2–3 complete winds around the tuning peg.

3. turn the tuning buttons to lightly tighten the 
strings. the guitar should look like that shown 
in figure 17.

figure 17. Completed guitar.

figure 16. proper string arrangement.
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1
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g
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Setting String height

figure 18. string height measurement 
(side view).

Fingerboard

Fret

string

string height

figure 19. Correct 1st fret string heights.

1st string: 1⁄64"

6th string: 2⁄64"
guitar Body string Nut

1st Fret

To check the string heights of the 1st and 6th 
strings at the 1st fret:

measure the string heights at the 1st fret (figure 
19).

Correct string height is crucial for maximizing the 
playability of your new guitar. the string height 
is defined as the distance between the top face 
of the fret and the bottom face of the string (see 
figure 18).

measurements are taken at the following loca-
tions. 

Note: Use a steel ruler with a resolution of at least 
1⁄64":

• 1st fret: 1st string & 6th string

• 12th fret: 1st string & 6th string
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— if the string heights are correct (figure 
33), then move to checking the string 
heights at the 12th fret.

— if the string heights are incorrect at the 1st 
fret, this is an indication that the groove 
the string nut sits in needs to be either 
deepened or made shallower. this condi-
tion is most likely a result of wood move-
ment due to humidity changes in the envi-
ronment. We recommend having a quali-
fied guitar technician raise or lower the nut 
before continuing with string height adjust-
ment at the 12th fret.

To check the string heights of the 1st and 6th 
strings at the 12th fret:

measure the string heights at the 12th fret (see 
figure 20).

figure 20. Correct 12th fret string heights.

1st string: 3⁄64"

6th string: 5⁄64"

12th Fret

— if the string heights are correct, then con-
tinue to the next sub-section.

— if the string heights are incorrect at the 
12th fret, this is an indication that the 
groove the saddle sits in needs to be 
either deepened or made shallower. this 
condition is most likely a result of wood 
movement due to humidity changes in the 
environment. We recommend having a 
qualified guitar technician raise or lower 
the saddle before continuing.

tuning is the most important concept of playing a 
guitar. if the guitar is not in tune with itself, or the 
other instruments in an ensemble, the resulting 
music will not sound pleasing to the ear. having a 
good understanding of tuning is essential to maxi-
mizing the full potential of any guitar.

Important issues to consider when tuning a 
guitar:

• get into the habit of tuning the guitar every 
time it is picked up to be played.

• always tune the strings “up.” the final tuned 
tension of each string should be reached 
while tightening the string, not loosening it. if 
the string is tensioned too far, loosen the ten-
sion and tune “up” again.

• the goal when tuning is to make the strings 
in tune with one another. standard tuning is 
shown in figure 21.

• the easiest way to tune a guitar is using an 
electronic tuner such as the grizzly t23099 
Chromatic tuner. however, knowing how to 
tune a guitar by ear is an important part of 
being an accomplished guitar player.

6
5
4
3
2
1

E
a
d
g
B
E

figure 21. tuning the strings.

Tuning
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To tune the guitar:

1. play a known low E pitch. a piano, a tuning 
fork, or an electronic computer file will work.

2. play an open (non-fretted) 6th string. the 
goal is to match the open 6th string to the 
known low E pitch.

3. adjust the tuning peg until the pitch of the 
open 6th string sounds exactly like the known 
low E source.

— if the string is tuned too high, back the ten-
sion off and retune the string back up to 
match the low E pitch. Now the other 
strings can be tuned to the 6th string. 

4. Next, the 5th string needs to be tuned. the 
tone of the 5th string must be matched to the 
tone of the 6th string by playing the same 
note on each string, one after another. this is 
done by playing the 6th string while it is being 
pressed (fretted) at the 5th fret, and immedi-
ately after, playing the open 5th string.

5. listen to the two tones. as the two notes are 
still resonating, adjust the tuning peg of the 
5th string until the two notes have matching 
tones. remember to tune “up.”

6. perform the same tuning steps on the 4th and 
3rd strings.

7. When tuning the 2nd string, the 3rd string 
should be fretted at the 4th fret instead of the 
5th fret.

8. tune the 1st string in the same manner as the 
6th, 5th, 4th, and 3rd strings.
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